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K phone

50 lyin' Turks to Jordan on way to
Jordan wants us to warn them back out
State wants big UN

K carried Rogers in NY -
mom Polymin coming back to NY
post. is Rogers seeing KLC? -
shld keep - but if does, must be rough
Russians won't come to K - have their policy
if we back off - we've had it.

K wants me to call R - and him not to see Dob
until my Weds re Cuba
Russians are repeating everything they did in 62

1) Rogers still be prevented seeing Dob - talk
Dob in NY 2022

K. doesn't want to talk to P - doesn't trust the
P. is really on the line now - mutual strike stage
P. is exactly as K's were long K
just is his reluctance to understand
tactic turn into strategy.
can't then let things go along the same way

brilliant maneuver
Nuclear

5 write May 1962 stratigraf Naval base in Cuba
1) they came in in July 1st reaffirmed all
   agreements + undertakings re Cuba
   (K that this was signal limited summit)
2) July 15 we formally offered summit
3) Aug 20 they started very full scale initiatives
   (will increase eff. of their tests simply)
   can argue strategic sig. of this.
   They can get our bases stop warning
   have repeated 62
   now understand why not accept summit
   (had limited summit in 62)
   why no non clearly re Egypt
   was diverting us.
Rogers called this
   said put on intell. cast of this on paper
   case of public favor
   called P. r said same thing
A. argument is - it's not completely clear
in 62特朗b said only defensive measures
Rusk said OK
Kennedy said if means offensive
we'll have to act
Russians that as long as all defensive
will come free
K. feels we can't wait around til election
if P. goes ahead w/ DO etc
when Russians know we have plan an act
Russians will lose all fear of Xi
then P. will have to go violently the other way
Last thing K. wants is circus of Russians at that time
but this explains why P. left notice 501.
was going to let it go -
but can't we all this
it's now beyond just indulging P.
Last week with had been mistake - but return
now will be futile
if P. see DO I don't mention Cuba
it just lets air out of hawellor thing
will have less crises for two years

So:

If Russians were really worried about me
no with the building down has just could
not visit 1 day in NY
K. feels still not have Summit now -
it will minimize for Yanks
+ don't have crisis afterwards
so let's have complete the case
self perfect case
10 days
Naval base bound to blow - after two weeks
chip was handled at least twice in life. Claims
but Clydeogan asked Helen about it - so it is

Any more we now make it too important -
won't be just last big Bill win one
maybe leading to showdown -
naval base, Chile takeover, etc. around Cuba

Roper's still on offer -
no contact of any Russian at all.

in Jordan - Syrian tanks
Shell not go to UN - later show weakness
I free Soviet to denounce
Shell call Khrushy in -
Tell him must restrain Syrions
Tough learning at low level - Jisco.

Real long range part is
we have to have a game plan
and not just work hand to hand
must have a plan to deal up Russians
up to 1570 miles set here in Cuba
might have showdown before election
might even help us politically
at any rate still be no summit

This news explains Egypt away so long
so that we'd have no one to talk to re Egypt -

This Egypt was something else -
they were so blatant they had to be caught

 maintained a Mideast crisis -
so we didn't draw anything re Cuba

Cuba is a real kick in the teeth.

1130 K

Talked to P.

Syrian moved brigade into Jordan today - they
P. went along up range into Lebanon
P. ok'd this hi-level contact of Russians this week.

Re Cuba - K. can handle substance
but we have to work together

surprised about P. attitude re Cuba
hasn't really engaged the problem.

Thinks to know the plot but is concerned re Cuba